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The smart energy monitor that came with your smart meters can give you the peace of 
mind to know exactly how much energy you are using and how much it is costing you.

This guide has some activities which will help you to understand how you are currently 
using energy. You don’t have to do them but we hope that if you do you’ll find them 
useful and fun. 

We’ve written them to help you use your energy wisely to stay warm and well at 
home. In some cases, this might mean using more energy than you did previously. 

Your British Gas ‘Welcome to smart’ guide tells you about your smart energy monitor 
and the different menu options. Pages 10-11 ‘The screen at a glance’ shows the Home 
Screen. It includes instructions on how to:

• See what you’re spending
• To compare your electricity and gas spend with previous usage
• Set your budget 
• Check your tariff

You might need to refer to this whilst doing the activities in this guide.

Keep your smart energy monitor switched on in a place where you can easily glance at it. The 
smart energy monitor costs less than £1 a year to run when it is plugged in. You can save far 
more than this by keeping it on and using it to help you make wise energy choices. This guide 
will show you how.

Useful to know 

Remember! A home’s healthy temperature range 
is 18-21°C. 

But if you have a health condition that is affected 
by the cold – like asthma or arthritis – you should 
keep it slightly warmer.
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Keeping an eye on your electricity use 

Your current usage is displayed on the left hand side of the Home screen of your smart energy 
monitor. The outer gauge shows your electricity usage.

Here are two experiments you can try to see how this gauge shows changes in your electricity 
usage as you switch lights or appliances on or off.

All electrical appliances and lights have a power rating in Watts (W) or Kilowatts (kW). One 
kilowatt=1000 Watts. 

Some appliances uses a lot of energy per second – their power usage is very high. If you turn them 
on, even for a short time, your electricity usage may go into the amber or red zone. 

Useful to know 

Experiment 2: How much electricity does the kettle use?

1. Check that the gauge is in the low (green) zone.

2. Fill your kettle with enough water to make a cup of tea and switch it on.

3. Look at the gauge on the smart energy monitor. Has it gone into the medium (amber) 
zone? Has it gone into the high (red) zone?

4. Stop the kettle or wait till it turns itself off.

5. After 10-20 seconds, look at the gauge on the smart energy monitor again.  Has it gone 
back into the low (green) zone? 

NB: A kettle only runs for a few minutes so don’t worry if your electricity 
usage goes into the amber or red zone!

Experiment 1:  Which lights use the most electricity?

1. Look at how many bars appear on the gauge.

2. Turn on an light with an old fashioned incandescent bulb (or a halogen light).

3. Wait 10-20 seconds. Then look at the smart energy monitor and see how more bars 
appear on the gauge. 

4. Turn off that light. Now turn on a light with a low energy lightbulb.

5. Wait 10-20 seconds. Then look at the smart energy monitor and see how 
more bars appear on the gauge. 

6. Which lightbulb made the gauge go up most? 
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Understand your heating costs

Knowing your heating costs can help you think about choices to keep warm affordably and 
give you peace of mind that you can afford to heat the home to a healthy and comfortable 
temperature.

Your heating costs are influenced by various factors including how cold it is outside, how well 
your home keeps the heat in and how you use your heating system. Your boiler has to work 
harder on a cold day to warm your home, so it costs more. 

The experiments suggested below are best suited to people living in a home with gas central 
heating. Refer to the instructions in your ‘Welcome to Smart’ guide ‘Compare your energy costs’. 

Living in a cold home is bad for your health and increases the risk of heart attacks, stroke, flu and 
respiratory problems. This is particularly important for people aged 65 and over; anyone with an 
existing long-term health condition or for families with babies or children aged under five. 

Useful to know 

Experiment 3: Check your usage at different times of day

1. Start at the Home screen and select Usage.  

2. Select Next to view your hourly gas usage costs.

3. Look at the times of day when your gas usage is higher. Do these times fit with when you 
are at home and need to feel warm? Are there times when the usage was high but you 
weren’t at home?

4. Look at the times of day when your gas usage is lower. Is this when you 
are out, or you don’t need the heating on, for example, if you have gone 
to bed?

5. Consider whether you could adjust your heating settings so that the 
heating is only on at times when you need it. 

Your home will retain heat if it has good wall, roof and floor insulation, draught proofing and 
energy efficient glazing. 

You may be eligible for free or subsidised energy efficiency measures; check with your landlord or 
with an energy advice service such as the Energy Saving Trust to find out.
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Experiment 4: Compare your weekly usage

1. Start at the Home screen and select Usage.  

2. Select Next repeatedly to view your weekly gas usage costs.

3. Compare your gas usage this week with last week.

• Is your gas usage this week higher or lower than last week?

• If there is a noticeable difference, is this because it was colder outside? 

• Have you adjusted your thermostat setting?

• Have you adjusted how long your heating is on?
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Set a personalised fuel budget

Refer to the instructions in your ‘Welcome to Smart’ guide. Once you’ve got an idea of your 
energy usage over a day, week or month, you can use this information to set a personal fuel 
budget on your smart energy monitor. 

First, use the ‘Compare Usage’ function to check what your average usage is over a day, week or 
month. 

Then decide on an appropriate daily, weekly or monthly target for electricity and gas usage.

Go to Menu and Set budget (see picture). Refer to the instructions in your ‘Welcome to Smart’ 
guide on how to set a budget (page 22).

Your new smart energy monitor will have a default budget displayed. You can set your own 
budget to give you more control. 

Remember that you’ll heat your home more in winter than in the summer; so it’s a good idea to 
have a higher budget in winter and then to adjust it down when the weather warms up.

The default screen of the smart energy monitor shows a tick on the right if you are on track to 
stay within your chosen budget. A cross indicates that you have exceeded your budget. 
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Know what’s normal to avoid waste

You can use your smart energy monitor to find out your normal energy consumption. Knowing 
your normal energy consumption can help you recognise and reduce energy waste.

Normal electricity consumption is your electricity usage when you are using the 
home with equipment that is on for hours at a time such as the TV or radio, 
lights or a slow cooker. 

Normal consumption does not include electricity used by appliances that are 
turned on for short bursts such as showers, kettles, irons, vacuum cleaners.  

Now you know what your normal electricity consumption is, you can use this to keep an eye on 
energy waste. 

Check the gauge to see if your energy usage is low (green), medium (amber) or high (red). 

If your usage is higher than you’d expect, check if you have left something on, such as an electric 
grill. 

If you have electric heating, it might mean you are using heating when you don’t need it. 

Useful to know 

Experiment 5: Find out your normal electricity consumption

1. Check that no short burst appliances are in use, like the kettle or an iron.

2. Check your electricity usage on your smart energy monitor home screen. On the left hand 
side of the home screen, touch the £ sign. You’ll see two amounts displayed: the top one is 
your gas, and the one below is your electricity. 

3. Make a note of the electricity one – this is your normal electricity consumption per hour. 

4. Also note where the electricity usage is on the outer gauge – is it low (green) or medium 
(amber)?

5. Check this over a few days to see how much it varies depending on what you are doing at 
home. 

Your normal energy consumption will vary according to what you are doing. Things like having 
the TV on, cooking or running a dishwasher will make your normal consumption vary over the 
course of the day. 
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What do you do that uses the most electricity? 

You can use your smart energy monitor to find out what activities in your home use the most 
energy. This can help you choose whether to do them in a more energy efficient way. 

In the example below, we’re going to see how much it costs to run an electric shower for 10 
minutes.

Experiment 6: Check the cost of an energy-using activity

First, you need to find out how much energy you have used so far today before running the 
shower. 

1. Start at the Home screen and select Usage. 

2. Then select Electricity. 

3. Make a note of the amount on the right hand side showing how much electricity you’ve 
used so far today. This is Figure A.

4. Turn on your shower for 10 minutes. 

5. Turn off the shower, and on your smart energy monitor, touch the Home button (blue/
green flame symbol) at the bottom of the display to return to the Home Screen. 

6. Then select Usage again. 

7. Choose electricity. 

8. Write down the amount displayed on the right now. This is Figure B. 

9. Subtract Figure A from Figure B. Write this down. This is the cost of running the shower 
for 10 minutes. 
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Is there a more efficient way you could do this activity? Taking a shorter shower might be an 
option.

Over the next few pages are some more suggested experiments to help you test out the energy 
costs of typical household activities. These are suggestions only. You can choose which activities 
are most relevant to you. You do not have to do the activities.

See the example below:

Activity

Length of time/setting

Figure A (electricity used today immediately BEFORE the activity 
started) on usage screen 

Figure B (Electricity used immediately AFTER the activity has 
finished on home screen

Energy cost of activity 
(Figure B - Figure A)

Electric shower

10 minutes

£1.30 

£1.57 

£1.57 - £1.30 = £0.27

The smart energy monitor can be run from batteries. This can be helpful if you want to take it with 
you around the house to check the cost of doing different activities.

Useful to know 
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Experiment 7: Washing your clothes at a lower temperature

1. Choose a time when you aren’t using other appliances.

2. Check your current usage on the smart energy monitor (Figure A). 

3. Load your washing machine and turn it on at your chosen programme and at 40°C 
temperature. 

4. When it’s done, check your usage so far today again on your smart energy monitor.  
(Figure B)

5. Figure B – Figure A = Cost of wash on chosen programme at 40°C temperature setting.

6. Repeat the experiment the next time you run a wash. This time, run a wash at 30°C on the 
same programme. 

7. Compare the energy use for running the washing machine at different temperature 
settings.

8. You can also try this experiment to compare the costs of different wash programmes.

Activity

Figure A (electricity used today immediately 
BEFORE the activity started) on usage screen 

Figure B (Electricity used immediately AFTER 
the activity has finished on home screen

Energy cost of activity 
(Figure B - Figure A)

Wash 1 (40°)

£ _ _ _ _  

£ _ _ _ _  

£ _ _ _ _ 

Wash 2 (30°)

£ _ _ _ _  

£ _ _ _ _  

£ _ _ _ _ 

The tumble drier is a high energy using appliance so it is wise to use it sparingly.

Wash your clothes at a lower temperature.  

When you can, dry clothes on a line outside (the laundry smells nice too).

In winter put laundry on an airer, not the radiators.

Remember drying laundry indoors can increase moisture which can contribute to condensation 
and mould. 

Useful to know 
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Experiment 8: Boiling an egg with the lid on 

1. Choose a time when you aren’t using other appliances.

2. Check your electricity usage so far today on the smart energy monitor (Figure A).

3. Boil an egg for five minutes in a saucepan with no lid.  

4. Check your electricity usage so far today again (Figure B)

5. Figure B - Figure A = cost to boil an egg without a lid on.

6. Repeat, but this time, put a lid on the saucepan. 

7. Compare the cost with or without a lid on.

Activity

 
Figure A (electricity used today immediately 
BEFORE the activity started) on usage screen 

Figure B (Electricity used immediately AFTER 
the activity has finished on home screen

Energy cost of activity 
(Figure B - Figure A)

Cooking egg with 
lid off

£ _ _ _ _  

£ _ _ _ _  

£ _ _ _ _ 

Cooking egg with 
lid on

£ _ _ _ _  

£ _ _ _ _  

£ _ _ _ _ 

Experiment 9: Cost of TV for 30 minutes

Do you ever leave the TV on when no one is watching? Here’s what it costs you.

1. Turn off all other appliances except essentials (fridge).

2. Check the energy monitor for how much electricity you’ve used so far today. 

3. Turn the TV on for 30 minutes. 

4. Check on your energy monitor again how much electricity you’ve used so far today.

5. How much has it gone up?

Activity

Figure A (electricity used today immediately BEFORE 
the activity started) on usage screen 

Figure B (Electricity used immediately AFTER the 
activity has finished on home screen

Energy cost of activity (Figure B - Figure A)

Leaving the TV on for 30 minutes

£ _ _ _ _  

£ _ _ _ _  

£ _ _ _ _ 
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Further information
For more information on using your British Gas smart energy 
monitor you can use the following resources: 

• British Gas Welcome to Smart booklet

• The demonstration on the smart energy monitor itself

• A demonstration of using the smart energy monitor on the 
British Gas website. This is found at:   
www.britishgas.co.uk/help-and-advice/Meters-meter-
readings/Smart-Meters/smart-energy-monitor/How-
should-I-use-my-smart-energy-monitor-demo.html

• At British Gas Online www.britishgas.co.uk/smarthelp

By email:   customerservice@britishgas.co.uk
By phone:  0800 980 6121*

*British Gas record calls to improve their service to you. Calls to 0800 
numbers are free from mobiles and landlines. If you are hard of hearing or 
speech impaired and use a textphone, please call 18001 0800 072 8626

Smart Energy GB, the national organisation responsible for helping 
with the rollout of smart meters, also have lots of useful guidance 
and some fun videos too: www.smartenergygb.org


